Abstract. Lack of flexibility of current Internet architecture led researchers to come up with new paradigms for a novel Internet architecture, which would be able to reduce complexity and increase flexibility compared to current Internet architecture. Functional composition is a promising approach to flexible and evolvable architecture design. The idea is composing complex protocol suites by dynamically bind and arrange different functions to obtain certain behavior. Herein, we present the implementation of a context-aware network architecture based on functional composition for smart objects. A sub-set of those basic functional blocks has been implemented and validated on an experimental testbed using different network topologies.
Introduction
Nowadays, several different proposals of Future Internet (FI) architectures exist in Europe and worldwide that are taking the "clean-slate" path, redefining the architectonical principles of Future Networks (FNs) from scratch. Hence, lack of flexibility of current Internet architecture leaded researchers to come up with new paradigms for a novel Internet architecture, which would be able to reduce complexity and increase flexibility compared to current Internet architecture. But, at this moment, it is not clear which of these architectures neither which architectural paradigm will succeed or prevail as the new Internet architecture. Functional composition is a promising approach to flexible and evolvable architecture design [1] [2]. The idea is composing complex protocol suites by dynamically bind and arrange different functions to obtain certain behavior. The key aspect here is granularity and scope of functions. On one hand, the idea of * This work is supported by the Spanish Government through the MICINN and FEDER project TEC2009-11453. ** The authors are grateful to the reviewers' valuable comments that improved the current paper.
modularizing the stack is catching the great attention in the research community. The idea is to extract the functionalities out of the current network stack and place them as needed, by using this approach it will ease the introduction, reuse, change and placement of functionalities (e.g. application level, network level, etc.) and flexibility in terms of inclusion and exclusion of function with respect to application demands. Another similar idea that is catching up is using a flexible model of layers with dynamic bindings, opposed to the static binding between stacked modules/layers being used today. The idea here is to optimize the architecture for flexibility, designing it to support any protocol stack by using inheritance schemes (class-based), polymorphism and dynamic binding between modules/layers. This approach also aims to make a flexible functional composition, but with coarse-grained granularity of layers instead of small networking functions. The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we discuss the possibilities of functional composition to implement FI architectures suited for smart objects. Section 3 gives a brief overview design of our architecture proposal (see [3] for more details on the design of the architecture). Section 4 details the implementation of the architecture for constrained devices.
Functional Composition in Smart Objects
Functional composition architectures for FI have the potential to be able to cover the whole networking spectrum in its wider sense if they are provided with extensible, adaptable, customizable and personalized roles, vocabularies and control mechanisms. They have the potential to converge the different "Internet of" visions into a single architectonical paradigm; thus paving the way for convergence of heterogeneous networks and integration of smart objects and other constrained devices in the general framework of the Internet. Hence, solutions should be designed and standardized with extensibility, flexible and loose-coupling as main design premises. Therefore, software-derived mechanisms for data abstraction, modularity, inheritance/delegation, dynamic bindings (opposed to static ones) and polymorphism should be applied in order to allow the evolution and change of the different aspects of the solution (roles, vocabularies and control mechanisms). By providing tools for changing the dynamics and behavior of networks and protocols FI architectures will have realistic means to evolve without requiring major breakthroughs, costly transition plans or architectural reformulations.
In accordance with this idea, we should design solutions for worst-case scenarios, such as constrained environments with capacity and power restrictions and hostile mediums (e.g. smart objects, actuators, sensors), and then extend them to work in more favorable environments without capacity restrictions. Therefore, if we can design flexible architectures that are adaptable to context variations and that work with minimalistic devices in constrained networks, it should be easier to extrapolate those architectures to work in more unconstrained environments, without capacity restrictions, such as wired computer networks. Furthermore, restricted devices like sensors/actuators and objects are becoming increasingly predominant in the Network
